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Final Report
Vector Magnetograph Design
This report covers work performed during the period of November 1994 through March
1996 on the design of a Space-borne Solar Vector Magnetograph. This work has been
performed as part of a design team under the supervision of Dr. Mona Hagyard and Dr.
Alan Gary of the Space Science Laboratory. Many tasks were performed and this report
documents the results from some of those tasks, each contained in the corresponding
appendix. Appendices are organized in chronological order.
Presentations:
Several presentaiions were given during the contract:
1. National Solar Observatory, Sunspot, NM
January 30, 1995
Presented Solar-B concepts
2. Presentation to Prof. Tsuneta, Dr. Ogawara, and others from NAOJ and ISAS
March 29 1995 at MSFC
Presented design issues for the Solar-B magnetograph
3. National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
July 17-20, 1996
12 hours of lectures on the MSFC magnetograph design, polarimetry, and polarization
aberrations. The outline was as follows:
a. The NASA/Marshall Space-based Solar Vector Magnetograph Design.
2 hour plus backup
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b. Introduction to the Jones and Mueller polarization calculus.
3 hours basic
c. Polarimetry, measuring polarization elements and optical systems.
3 hours
included Japanese language viewgraphs
d. Polarization ray tracing.
4 hours
polarization of interfaces
Cassegrain telescope polarization
4. Marshall Space Flight Center, Solar-B Review
March 4 & 5, with 8 Japanese astronomers in attendance
March 4, 1996
Solar-B Optical Design and Tolerance Analysis
March 5, 1996
Solar-B Optical Design Considerations
Tasks documented in Appendices:
Appendix 1 Solar-B Vector Magnetograph Specifications
Appendix 2 Notes from Meeting with Don Neidig,
National Solar Observatory, Jan. 30, 1995
Appendix 3 Optical Design Modification for 2x System for the EXVM
Magnetograph
Appendix 4 Design Studies for Reflective Field Stops for Gregorian
Telescope
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Appendix 5 Radiation Hardened Doublet Design
Appendix 6 Meeting Summary from Trip to National Astronomical Observatory
of Japan, Mitaka Japan
Appendix 7 Presentations from Prof. Tsuneta's Group on
Solar-B Magnetograph Design
Appendix 8 Meeting Notes from Presentations by
Prof. Tsuneta's Group on Solar-B Magnetograph Design
Appendix 9 My Presentation to Prof. Tsuneta's Group on the
UAH/Marshall Space Based Vector Magnetograph Design
Appendix 10
Appendix 11
Development of Method for Generating a 2x Lens Magnifier
Instructions for Developing a 2x Lens Design from a Thin Lens
Starting Point
Appendix 12 Cassegrain Telescope
Appendix 13
Appendix 14
Optimizing the Polarimeter Collimator Lens
S01ar-B Meeting Presentations, March 1996
Appendix 15 Solar-M Meeting Notes
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Appendix I.
Solar-B Vector Magnetograph Specifications
Russell Chipman
Magnetograph:
Measurement wavelength
Spectral bandpass
Field of view.
Instantaneous Field of View
Aberrations
Prefilter:
Full Aperture
630.2 nm
0.0125 nm
4.3 x 8.6 minutes
0.25 arcsec
Diffraction limited
Telescope:
Aperture
Cassegrain
Polarization aberrations to 10"-4
60 cm
Polarimeter:
Aperture
Length
Collimated beams
Maximum ray angle
6 measurements
several measurement protocols
40 mm (changed for heat dissipation)
- 100 mm
2 degree
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Correlation tracker:
Spectral band
Blocking
What is left over from beamsplitter
9
Fabry-Perot Filter:
Aperture
Maximum ray angle
Telecentric beams, near image
140 mm (changed)
25 arcmin
CCD
Pixels
Image height
S/N
Readout
Temperature
Well depth
Quantum efficiency
Window (if required)
1024 x 2048
22 mm
>700
12 bit
-30 degrees C
> 500,000 electrons
>40%
BK7, 2 degree wedge, AR @ 630.2 nm
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Appendix 2.
Notes from Meeting with Don Neidig,
National Solar Observatory, Jan. 30, 1995
Points on SOLAR-B design
Need for space based free flier
Need for seve.ral other wavelengths for context
Would package with a very short wavelength imager
60-100 angstroms
small telescope will give sub arc sec resolution
pick coronal line in EUV
Hoover could build?
Advantages of our design:
high spatial resolution
Excellent polarization analysis
Our design will be criticized by HEO unless take full spectral lines
at about 25 mA resolution, ours is 125
Lockheed will propose 25 mA Lyot filter
Filling factor problem when don't have full line profile
Uncertainties from Doppler velocities and low spectral resolution
Our design will be criticized by Gene Parker (Guru) U of Chicago since 60 cm aperture
doesn't quite get to mean free path of photon in the photosphere.
100 cm does get to that scale.
How much less costly to do 60 cm vs. 100 cm
Orbiting solar observatory failed
too fancy
high resolution spectrographs
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Gregorian with 45 degree reflection
Tracking space debris with a coronograph, looking within minutes of solar surface.
Should be able to see-objects to mm scale
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern analysis
Rust built balloon instrument mostly unfunded.
Couldn't do it carefully.
Preliminary tests in NM didn't work on balloon.
Will it work at S. Pole?
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Appendix 3.
Optical Design Modificatien for 2x System for the EXVM
Magnetograph
A lens system was designed which when inserted in the magnetograph breadboard
would increase the magnification by approximately a factor of two while leaving the
image in the same place.
Later in April, 1995, lens mounts were finished and this 2x optical system was mounted
in the EXVM magnetograph, aligned, and its Operation tested.
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Date:
To:
From:
Re:
Progress Report
March 9, 1995
Dr. Mona Hagyard
Marshall Space Flight Center
Russell A. Chipman
Steve McClain
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Contract # NAG8-1112
Laboratory magnetograph optical design modification:
We have modified the optical design of the laboratory solar magnetograph in order to
facilitate testing of the Fabry Perot filter. The modification entail modification entails the
insertion of two lenses to act as a 2x converter between the first and second fold mirrors.
The design reduces the system field of view and the invariant b(approximately) a factor
of two. As a result, the marginal ray angle at the Fabry Perot has beenreduced to
.003757 radians from 0.006831 radians. This enables the Fabry Perot spectrum to be
tested with smaller angles of incidence for a single field value. Note, however, that the
system is not telecentric at the Fabry Perot. This did not prove possible of a design
utilizing catalog lenses without more drastic changes to the remainder of the optical
system. However, for testing at a single field value (or a restricted field of view) this
non-telecentricity will not affect the testing of the Fabry Perot spectral performance.
The additional lenses are catalog Spindler Hoyer achromats. Their insertion do not
require movement of any other elements in the magnetograph. The optical system
remains sentially diffractson limited. Insertion of a field aperture before the Fabry Perot
may be prudent so that the Fabry Perot does not act the field stop.
Specifically, the 2x converter consists of a 200 mm eft achromat (SH322271) placed 25
mm beyond the first fold mirror and a -50 mm eft negative achromat (SH325221) placed
0 mm lens. A complete CODE V optical system specification and analysis is available on
request. D
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x Y Z TANX
OBJ 0.00000 0.00000 -0.100E*14 0.00000
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2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00100 0.00000
STO 0.00000 0.00000 650.00100 0.00000
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Radiometry
Steve McClain
Department of Physics
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3f7DS
3. 36647
radiance
420. 809
Source radiometry
• Solar spectral radiance in wavelength:
Entire notebook is in MKS units
h-6.63 10"(-34);
¢=3 10"0;
k-1.38 Z0"(-23);
T-S000j
lma):)0-630.3 10"-9;
k_z_-O.0125 10"-9;
lamb0 = centerofFabry Pcrotbandpass
band = bandwidthofFabry Pcrot
T --cffectivctempcratureofsolarregionatlamb0 (estimam)
L[lam2)da_] :-2 h c'2/laad:da*5 l;xD[h _/(lamJ=da
• Solar radiance in detection band
L[ImabOl
13
IG
- L[IuLbO] bled
Radiance of sun insp¢cu_dband
= 420.X09 W/m^2 sr
k T) -11-(-1):
exltamce - 3.1416 radia,u:e
1322.01
Optical system radiometry
• Etendue
image radius = lacy
marginal ray atagle - umy
values from CODE V ray trace to image plane
boy " 4.432 lOA-34
u_, ,, 0.024S64
imageaze& - 3.1416 (hey)*2
0.0000614311
CODE V tran._mittance: quarter wave coadngs assumed: 0.586
polanmeter and filters not modelled, guess uan_mittance = 0.2
tzanssL_ttan_e - 0.1172
0.1172
etendue ,, tzans_tt_nce 3.1416 imageazea
-8
I. 36407 I0
Flux onto detector
flux - radiance ettndue
-6
5. 74012 I0
irz&dianca ,, flux / imaReazea
0.0934399
irradiance i_ watts/m^2
(S£n[umy])'3
Detector radiometry
plxelaize - 10 10"-64
pixelarea - pixelsLze'2;
..%ssum_ squ_¢p_e_
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-12
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_uantumefflcle_c¥ - 0.4;
detectodpowez - p1xolpowlz _antummff£cie_=y
-12
3.7376 I0
pt_wer _rpixeim watu
wtlldepCh - 5 10"54
photonenergy _ h c I lambO
-19
3. 15614 I0
photonflux - detectedpowtrlphotononezg_
7
1. 18423 10
filltlme _ welldepthlphotonflux
0. 0422215
filltim¢ = time to saturam c'¢:d pi_el = 42 milliseconds
Appendix 4.
Design Studies for Reflective Field Stops for Gregorian
Telescope
Due to the Japanese interest in a Gregorian telescope with a reflective field stop, I
attempted with Matt Smith's assistance to design one. We used a new optical design
program from Optical Research Associates called Light Tools, which allows a
nonsequential ray trace. A Fast Gregorian telescope was set up and we manually varied
the parameters on a field stop, with the intention of reflecting all of the light outside of
a circular field of view past the secondary and back out the front of the telescope. We
came close to achieving this objective but our best design still sent some light into the
telescope barrel inside the prefilter.
The enclosed figures document our design experiments.
The second set of figures explore using a plane mirror with a hole at the intermediate
image to reflect the out-of-field light back out the front of the telescope.
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Appendix 5.
Radiation Hardened Doublet Design
Alan Gary has made a compelling argument for using radiation hardened glasses in the
optical design due to the levels of radiation at a 600 km orbit.
In response I have designed a series of doublets using various combinations of radiation
hardened glasses. I am seeking a lens appropriate for the polarimeter collimator. I
would like to find the glass combination which yields the best achromatic correction
with good wavefront quality.
A large number of radiation glass pairs were tried. Each combination was optimized
with the constraint that the back focal lengths be equal at 630 and 525 am to minimize
chromatic aberration. An achromatic doublet generally has a positive and negative
focal length element. For these experiments, each glass pair (gl, g2) was optimized in
four configurations listed in order of position from the image:
1. gl positive fl, g2 negative fl,
2. g2 positive fl, gl negative fl,
3. g 1 negative fl, g2 positive fl,
4. g2 negative fl, g 1 positive fl,
None of the lens optimizations gave good color correction for wavelengths below 480
rim.
The best pair of glasses was bk7925 and kzfs4g20. This combination worked well in all
four configurations.
Best configuration lens file z2(2)
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Other good pairs of glasses were:
KSg20 kzfs4g20
gg375934 kzfs4g20
Overall, this was a frustrating exercise because none of the lenses was particularly good.
All had large chromatic aberration and poor wavefront over a .8 degree field with the
stop 1.5 eft away.
I am convinced that two element lenses from radiation hardened glass will never work
below 450 nm.
The figures in this section show the best doublet layout, the wavefront aberration
(showing the large chromatic aberration and other aberrations), and two plots of the
focal length.
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Appendix 6.
Meeting Summary from Trip to National Astronomical
Observatory of Japan, Mitaka Japan
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Meeting Report
National Astronomical Observatory, Mitaka, Japan
To: Marshall Space Flight Center
Solar Physics Branch
From: Russell A. Chipman, University of Alabama in Huntsville
Meeting Topic:Solar B instrument design
Meeting Date:July 17-21, 1995
Report Date: August 9, 1995
Organization of Meetings:
The meetings took place at the observatory offices in Mitaka. Prof. Tsuneta of Tokyo
University Astronomy Dept. was in charge and set the agenda. Dr. Ichimoto of Tokyo
University Astronomy Dept. and Dr. Akioka of the governments Communications Dept. in
Ibaraki were significant technical contributors. A group of graduate students also attended
and presented. Prof. Sakurai attended occasionally, and only had a few questions and
comments.
I gave four lectures for a total of about 10 hours, three on polarization, one on the-
Marshall Solar B design. A copy of this presentation was sent to Mitaka in advance, and
copies were distributed at my talk.
In return, for three afternoons, I was given a detailed presentation of the present
Solar-B baseline design. This consisted of a total of about 8 hours of lectures and
discussion. This covered the optical magnetographs and the spacecraft systems. An EUV
telescope and x-ray telescope were mentioned, but not discussed in the presentations. I
received copies of these presentations, and copies will be forwarded to the Solar Physics
Branch. I also took copious notes on my computer during the talk, and you should receive
a copy by email. These are detailed, but do not stand well alone. These real time notes
should indicate the direction of the presentations I received, and complement the copies of
viewgraphs.
Dr Serge Koutchme(?), of Paris, France was also concurrently at the observatory on
separate business, but partook of many of the meetings.
Every day the group went together to lunch and dinner, and we had good
opportunities to get to know each other.
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Summary:
Prof. Tsuneta's design is being developed by graduate students, post does, Dr. Akioka
from another government lab, and by some small support from studies performed by
companies. They have identified and understand the key problems, but have difficulty
performing the detailed design. They lack clear procedures for resolving the most difficult
but important design issues.
They have what they call a "baseline design", but Prof. Tsuneta knows several key
issues remain to be resolved, before it can be considered an actual baseline.
They now have 1 1/2 years to prepare their proposal, and they don't have to compete
with anyone. They are the only group which can get the solar magnetograph approved; the
hurdle is to have a proposal which will be approved. Then the announcement of
opportunity is straightforward.
NASA support is key to project approval. They find the US difficult to collaborate
with. They are surprised by the competition between the US groups, and have some
difficulty dealing with this. They wish we would collaborate more, and that they could get
the combined best from the various US groups.
Their principal technical concern is pointing accuracy; they repeatedly stated that
pointing accuracy is the principal factor which limits pointing accuracy. They ¢un'enfly
seek a polarimetric accuracy of 0.001. They desire a much faster measurement cadence
then MSFC has proposed. They are using a polarizing beam splitter, sending one beam
through the bireffingent filter, and the orthogonally polarized beam to a echelle Littrow
spectrograph.
Mission objective: A systems approach to photosphere-coronal activity:
1. to reveal solar MHD phenomena,
2. the photosphere as the origin of coronal magnetic activities,
3. high resolution x-ray and optical observations,
4. hard and soft x ray features
Planned instruments:
1. Vector magnetograph, 0.1-0.2 arc sec resolution,
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o3.
4.
Echelle spectrograph/polarimeter,
x ray telescope, magnetic behavior in solar corona,
xuv spectrograph, coronal velocity field measurement.
Satellite:
600 km orbit
680 kg scientific package
Launch date:
Baseline: 2004.
They might get to launch in 2003 if the satellite is ready, and the infrared satellite
scheduled for 2003 slips. Indications are the IR satellite might not be ready on schedule.
Although this would be during the solar minimurn, they are proceeding with this plan.
There is some but not a lot of concern about getting the flight approved during minimum.
They put this question to MSFC through me
"Is there a problem with science output if we launch in 2004 or 2005?"
They feel the mission objective can be addressed with quiet sun, revealing fundamental -
processes. There are less events, but Skylab was launched at solar minimum. So the
mission is oriented to the quiet sun. Based on your 20 years of experience, what is your
answer?
Baseline design:
50 cm aperture Gregorian telescope
no prefilter
rotating retarder in primary hole before Gregorian focus
folding mirror, articulated
polarizing beam splitter cube followed by two channels:
a. Lyot filtergram based imaging channel
b. Littrow echelle spectrograph based high spectral resolution channel
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Lyot filtergram channel:
Collimator
Beamsplitter
Blocking filter wheel
Choice of Lyot filter or interference filters
Shutter
Beam splitter
Camera lens
CCD #1
Littrow Echelle Spectrograph Channel
Relay lens
Scanning mirror
Blocking filter wheel
Slit
Littrow lens
Echelle grating
Shutter
CCD #2
25 mA resolution
1 m Focal length
Designed together with HEAO
Lack of Baseline Design:
Prof. Tsuneta expressed the following opinions regarding this design.
First, the design is far to complex, and ways must be sought to simplify the design. Prof.
Tsuneta does not like the two CCDs, nor the beamsplitters in the imaging path
(filtergrams).
Second, they do not know how to make some of the trade-off comparisons, particularly
Cassegrain/Gregorian and Lyot/Fabry Perot. Reliability is the driving consideration, but
is not easily quantified. Further, his group is not skilled at the detailed design of many of
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the subsystems.
Third, without an acceptable baseline design, it will be difficult to get an Announcement of
Opportunity (AO) out of ISAS.
Telescope:
Prof. Tsuneta's primary concern is contamination; spectral control and heat is the second
most important problem. The satellite will require thrusters which create a dirty
environment which may contaminate the optics. A prefilter is far forward and exposed to a
large solid angle of space. Thus the prefilter may be expected to collect more
contamination than an open primary mirror, since much of the material deposited on the
prefilter would land first on the walls and baffles of the telescope. The primary mirror sees
a smaller solid angle of space.
The primary would be heated above the temperature of the walls, so much of the
contamination might be moved from the primary to the walls.
The idea of the conical field stop seems to have fallen out of favor, but a 45 degree folding
mirror heat dump is under consideration.
Polarimeter:
The present design uses a rotating retarder, a folding mirror, and a polarizing beam splitter
(PBS), with the light analyzed/divided and sent to the two instruments.
They desired to place the retarder as far forward as possible, and placed it in the hole of
the primary mirror.
The analyzer is a polarizing beam splitter. They are proposing taking 12 measurements per
360 degree rotation of the retarder.
Filter:
Their baseline design incorporates a universal birefringent filter, but they remain open to a
Fabry-Perot, especially since it has been demonstrated in space. They mentioned the
difference in near band spectral rejection of the birefringent vs. Fabry-Perot design.
Lockheed has proposed a filter using the SOUP design for the crystals and polarizers, but
with different motors which operate in a sealed compartment driven by magnetic fields.
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An important issue is how to perform a meaningful comparison of the birefringent vs.
Fabry-Perot filter weighted toward reliability issues, but also considering stray light,
tunability, and other engineering considerations.
Other:
Doppler compensation is considered essential. They intend to transmit up revised orbital
elements every day. They plan to get simultaneous Doppler information from the Echelle
spectrograph so a Doppler compensation can be made every 10 seconds or so.
My Comments to Prof. Tsuneta's Group on the Baseline Design:
1. Polarizing Beam Splitter Cube
They had not looked at any coating designs for PBSs. They did not realize that high
extinction ratios are not available with polarizing beam splitters, nor that the polarizing
axis rotates with angle of incidence. Further, a PBS with broad spectral coverage may be
difficult to accomplish. I recommended designing this element as soon as possible to
demonstrate feasibility, then fabricating a witness sample for test.
2. Broad spectral range
The baseline design includes vector magnetograph measurements at 5250 and 6302 A as
well as narrow band filtergrams from 6563 A down to 3900 A. I emphasized that although
a system can certainly be designed to cover this spectral range, that I felt the cost would be
much higher. I expect that nearly every component will require more design and analysis;
that much more testing will be necessary; and the likelihood of significant problems or
failure is much higher. This continuous additional effort that might be dit_ieult to quantify,
but that two or more many years of additional design and procurement effort might easily
be expended over the design effort for a system restricted to 5000-6600 A;
Prof. Tsuneta's Comments:
Prof. Tsuneta expressed interest in further collaboration with UAH/MarshaU, particularly
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for the polarimeter construction and calibration. He said the lectures were very helpful,
and would help his group in the design of this system. He appreciated NASAs effort in
arrangingthisopportunity.
Further Comments regarding NASA and US system:
"American research groups seem overly concerned with money".
"We are more affected by Washington politics 'than Tokyo politics, and therefore must pay
a great deal of attention to Washington politics."
"There is so much competition between the US research groups, that it is difficult for us to
collaborate with the US groups."
"We wish that somehow we could get the best from each of the various US groups, or that
such would be proposed to us."
"For example, a birefringent filter from Lockheed, a spectrograph from the High Altitude
Observatory, a polarimeter from NASA/UAH, etc."
Appendix 7.
Presentations from Prof. Tsuneta's Group on
Solar B Magnetograph Design
This appendix contains copies of the viewgraphs from a series of presentations I
received at the National Observatory of Japan. For four days, members of Prof.
Tsuneta's group addressed a wide range of issues regarding the Solar-B Design.
R. Clatpman, UAH MSVM Final I_port magncto.doc Match 7, 1996
/The Solar B Magnetograph Design
Prof. Tsuneta's Group
University of Tokyo Tenmondai
National Observatory of Japan
Mitaka, Tokyo, Japan
Contents:
Presentations:
July 11-14, 1995
Solar B Mission Objectives
Dr. Sakao, Univ. of Tokyo
Solar B Telescope Optical Design
Ryouhei Kano, Univ. of Tokyo (graduate student)
Filtergraph Design
Y. Suematsu, Univ. of Tokyo
Solar B Spectrograph
Dr. M. Akioka, Hiraiso, CRL
Accuracy Issues in Solar B
Dr. lchimoto, Univ. of Tokyo
R. Chipman, Univ. Alabama lluntsvill¢ 1 ._., ....
-_.,_._//6@
@/J_TL_¢,o
,
l_roL Russel A. _hlpman
(University of Alabama in Huntsville)
7_ 17 H 14It_,_ (__ _ _____) _
"Introduction to
the Jones and Mueller polarization calculu
7_ 18 H 9_#30__ (_ 7, :_ X _"_t_@_j_;)
"The NASA/Marshall
Solar Vector Magnetograph Design"
7N 19 H 9_,_305-_ (:=I 7, -_ X@_@___)
"Porlarimetry, measuring
polarization elements and optical systems"
7N 20 El 9_30__ (_ X -_ X @_@--____)
"Porlarization ray tracing"
JMission Objectives
Observations from Yohkoh
J j
"Dynamic" corona rather than static
Magnetic reconnection:
Playing essential roles in various-scale
coronal activities including solar flares.
Next Solar Mission (Solar-B)
Photosphere as the origin of coronal
magnetic activities
ystems.approach to the corona-photospher 1onnectlon
_-- reveal solar MHD phenomena .)
High resolution imaging observations of
corona and photosphere with X-ray and
optical telescopes
On-board Instruments:
• Optical Telescope:
Vector magnetic measurement
• X-ray Telescope:
Magnetic behavior in the solar corona
• XUV Spectrograph:
Coronal velocity field measurement
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Overview of Satellite System
Taro Sakao (NAOJ)
System C,I aractenstms
1. Attitude Control System
Close relationship between ACS and PIs
- Sub-arcsec pointing
(--_ ×6 higher stability than Solar-A)
- Active control (by a t,ip-tilt mirror) necessary ?
- Signals between ACS and the optical telescope
OPT --. ACS: solar rotation tracking (by feature tracking) ?
ACS --, OP2_: gyro sigilal for tip-tilt control ?
Tip-tilt mirror as a part of ACS ?
2. Spacecraft Orbit
Sciciltific vcquirenaents ,-, trade-offs with system requirement
- Sun-synchronous vs equatorial orbits
mcrits and dcmcrits (thermal control, weight penalty ctc.)
- Use of thrusters (sun-synchronous orbit)
()lmrat.ioll for post sun-syxmllronous orbit
S
Missio_l dcsigi_ (extended/degraded mission)
- I:{a(tiatioll CIlViI'OllllmIlt
4
S3,st, clll impact (slfielding, radiation-hardened devices, ... )
3. Telemetry
- Scientific requirements and data production rate
huge amount of data ( > 7 Gbits/orbit of raw data)
- On-board data processing
including Stokes demodulation and data compression etc.
- On-board data storage
large vohune DR & data buffers necessary
- Telemetry downlink rate (N 5 Mbps)
,-- Possible ?
4. Ground facilities (TBD)
- Data (lownlillk at I(SC and DSN
Tclcnletry downlink rate / Use of X-band
,I
- Data transfer between KSC/DSN and ISAS
- Data storage and processing
(data compression at ground facilities ?)
"_¢_
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Attitude Control System
Taro Sakao (NAOJ)
Key Issues
• Sub-Arcsec Pointing
X/XUV OPT ?
0.0z'p
baseline target
---, _ ?
Filter wheels" counter wheels necessary ¢e--di_,l_oj1c_ _.,_
Gyro-pulse weight 0.004" (c.f. Solar-A: 0.08") 4- SQlq_Or /
Moinentum wheels • or-
ball-bearing type _ ._.C)T.
... oil soak / wobble torque problems.
magnetic-bearing type 7_t
really feasible ? (under development) I:_ 0"02"% s_ili
Requirements:
• Active Stabilization (by Tip-tilt mirror) ?
Sensor ? (limb scnsor/ correlation tracking / or e_?)
1Tip-tilt mirror feasible ?
Rotation tracking (attitudc control w.r.t, the Sun)/  'e ibih
OPT ---, ACS " featurc tracking signal umd_._/Tip-tilt mirror control _lk.,l.,
ACS ---* OPT • high precision gyro signal
Tip-tilt mirror as a part oi' ACS ?
• Signals between ACS gz Optical Telescope
Orbit Choices and Scientific Requirement
Taro Sakao (NAOJ)
Scientific Requirements
• High Spatial Resolution Observations
- Minimize thermal distortion
- Constant thermal environment
• Continuous Observations
- Observe sola.r a.ctivitics in various timescales
- Increase efficiency of observations
- pre- and post-flare activities
• Minimize Doppler Effect due to Orbital Motions
Precise magnetic field measurements (line width ,-,, 100m/_)
Orbit Choi_c_ suun-syn&ronousorl_iJcw_ _ ',-600_
• Sun-synchronous orbit is.preferable for tile scien-
tific requirements
• Weight penalty / Radiation environment / Orbit
lifetime
• Need more careful study (Other orbit ?)
Study Area
• Mission design for tlle post sun-synchronous orbi_
• Most preferable orbit (height etc.)
• Lo_,AnchseOuL .teand initioloper l'i 
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On--bourd Data Flow
[.....................7e! es_5_°P .........] ( 2048 x 2048 pixel CCD )
on-chip summation (2x2), limit image FOV
"-I Stokes demodulation [
IData
Data recorder
compression (DPCM / JPEG)
( Loss-_ess / Lossy compression )
,,. I.k
Telemetry
Ground stations ( KSC / DSN )
Data Rate (preliminary)
Telescope
X-ray
Optical FLT
SPG
TOT
XUV
Raw data
1.2 Gbit/orb (204 kbps)
4.2 Gbit/orb (700 kbps)
2.2 Gbit/orb (367 kbps)
6.4 Gbit/orb (1.1 Mbps)
384 Mbit/orb (64 kbps)
8.0 GI,it/¢,rb (I.4 Mbps)
redtteed b), .,:,_ _
Recorded data
396 Mbittorb (66 kbps)
1.9 Gbit/orb (322 kbps)
1.0 Gbit/orb (169 kbps)
2.9 Gbit/orb (,491 kbps)
384 Mbit/orb (64 kbps)
_>3 Gbit/orb (>_ 500 kbps) "_.DI
->5 Mbps downlink rate 9'_9.
/"
]DR, Telemetry, and Ground Facilities
Requirements to Data Recorder
Satellite Solar-A Astro-D Astro-E IRIS Solar-B(*)
REC
REP
Data/orbit
REP time
32 kbI)s 32 kbps ,,_ 200 kbps ,-_ 300 kbps
262 kbps 262 kbps > 1 Mbps ,-, 4 Mbps
80 Mbit 128 Mbit ,-- 1 Gbit ,-_ 2 Gbit
5min 20s 8rain 32s ,_ 10 min 10 rnin
,-_ 500 kbps
,-_ 5 Mbps
,,, 3 Gbit
10 min
(*) Preliminary. PI data only.
--, semiconductor memory for huge capacity
16 Mbit DRAM available ? (high radiation-hardness)
Packet Telemetry ?
• On-board packet interface ?
-1
• Packet (lownlink telemetry ? --, Real-time monitor in X-band ?
Ground Stations
current status future plan
KSC S-band
KSC
DSN
X-band
---, ISAS
S-band
X-band
DSN --, ISAS
,,lax. 262 kbps
,nax. 262 kbps
384 kbps
max. 262 kbps
TBD (,lo high speed TLM available ?)
TBD ( > 2 Mbps ?)
?
max 1.6 Mbps ?
no high speed TLM available ?
?
Concerns on DSN:
• low max. downlink rate ?
• location adequate for sun-synchronous orbits ?
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Overview of the Solar-B Optical Telescope
Ryouhei Kano
Institute of Astronomy, The University of Tokyo
kano@sxtl .mtk.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
1995 July 18-20
Mitaka, Tokyo
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Gregorian Telescope ver 95-Mar-10 R.Kano
J_ Rejected ray'
_ A_perture 50130 , Primary mirror552
eat rejection, .... :..:...:..:..- ......L mirror ..... ---- _ I
=="='- ........ -- " 7,=" " " :..:..7..:.-:--.... L_i
IV ........... E_-' ---:-__:-- =:---- Secondary focu_
EL-.==-- ..... _" ...... "='=---
Secondarymirror.i,220, 900 Primaryfocus, 2100 ="--=":1_: 2_1
Total focal length: 7500
Plate scale: 36 I.tm/arcsec
Parameters of Optical Telescope
Aplanatic Gregorian
aperture
primary mirror
secondary mirror
D=500 0, f=7500, F/15
D0=500 ¢
D1=552 _, f1=2100, F/4.2
D2=_, m=3.57
distance between two min-ors-- 3000
back focus = 214
CCD 9 _tm/pixel, 2048x2048 pixels
Focal Plane Package
Lyot filter
Interference filter
Spectrograph
F-value
F/18.56
F/37.!3
F/18.56
PlateScale
0.2"/pixel
0.1"/pixel
0.2"/pixel
FOV
400"
200"
400"
Aberration(F/18.56)
Airy Disc Diameter
within the FOV
O@ 5000A
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Gregorian System for the Solar
500.mm fl = 7500.Omm bf
O.mm dis = -5000.OOmm
500.Omm R(1) = -4200.11mm
220.2mm R(2) = 1406.15mm
Field = 0.00 orcmin / 0.dec
Secondary Mirror
Despace (ram) = 0.000 0.000 0.000
Tilt angles = 0.00 arcsec / O. dec
Spot Diagram at 214.04
Telescope>>>
= 214.mm
K(1)= -0.95296
K(2)= -0.56874
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Constraints from Detector
CCD:
format: 2k x 2k (KODAK?)
pixel: 9/1m x 9_m
full well: 8.5x10"4
READ-OUT:
clock:
frame read time: 512 kHz (-4(1 MHz)8 sec- sec)
Field of View (FOr)
•
!xol_o.1-xo1200 x 200_, one p400" x 400", one plxel O.2" x O.2"
S/N:
shot noise: phot o-e Iect ron"1/2
one exposure: 225 (0.45%),
for n = 5x10"4 e
sumof 20 exposure: 1000 (0.1_),
for n = lx10"6 e
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SPECTROGRAPH f o r SOLAR-B
M. Ak i oka (Hi ra i so, CRL)
l, Ititto.
Stokes Polarimetry with Grating Spectrograph
Physics of Flux Tube
Precise Observation of Active Region Structure
Inversion of Stokes Profile
0.2" world => Localized V and I
(Granulation, faculae '....)
Profile will be different from standard model
Ambiguity of interpretation for filter obs.
Stokes Profile with Grating Spectrograph
2,Basic Requirement
25mA resolution
0.2" / pix
Small S_e ( 1 or 1.5 m length )
Light Weight
Simple Mechanism
(moving mecha, not Preferred )
CaK Observation with no grating rotation
3_ K line observation
K-litte 0_l_i'ot_
<No Graing rotation and one CCD>
K line -> outside of CCD in case of n--79/mm
CCD: 2K by 2K (9/z)
|
Higher order with coarse grating
=> SmaU FSR => many orders overlap
<n-31.6/mm ruling>
• Many lines are observable without grating
rotation
3933,3968,4571,5250,6303 etc....
• FSR is 70A for 6303 • • -
blend of 6233.6
more narrow blocking filter(<70A)
tPerformance
Case 1 (No Frame Integration and
slow modulation)
<Gr,itir_g Optics>
Littrow type Echelle
<Grating>
Grating Constant
Braze Angle
Blank Materials
Coating Al
<Spectrograph Optics>
F of Main Optics
f of Littrow Lens
<CCD Detector>
Pixel Number
Pixel Size
Full Well
S/N
<Performance>
31.6grooves/mm
63.5
ULE or Zerodur
9,9,1
19
lO00mm o_k ,_. |q p;
2.K by 2K _ _" W-_ _/_t_9 micron (=0.2")
85,00O
0.3 % ( Photon Noise )
Diffraction Order
Anguler Disp.
mA/pix
Resolv. Power(mA)
Electron on CCD (l/S)
(in continium)
6303 CaK
90 144
6.36"10^-4 1.02"10A-3
14 9
19 9
¢
5"10^5 6x 10A4
(Depends onQE etc)
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Ot#s_cl/able Lines with' Fixed Escheil SPG
for 8olar-B(Case2) M_A March1995
n=23.2 geooves/mm
f=1217mm
grating angle - 64.03
Width of CCD - 4.819mm
_-Range Line
0297.
5573.
5379.
5130.
4077.
3932.
9--6304.0 6301/2
(FeI)
0-5578.3 5576
(Fel)
5-5384. 7 5380
(CI)
1-5135.1 5132
(Fell)
1-4081.0 4080
(Fe I)
2-3936. 0 3933
(Call)
Photospheric Magnetic
Photospheric Velocity
Photospheric Temperature
Photospheric Temperature
Photospheric Magnetic
Chromosphere
Case 2 (Fast Modulation _4flt
Continuous Rotating WPI
<Grafiffg Optics>
Littrow type Echelle
<Grath_g>
Grating Consta_ t
Braze Angle
Blank Materials
Coating AI
<Spectrograph Optics>
F of Main Optics ' 19
f of lJttrow Lens
<CCD Detector>
Pixel Number
Pixel Size
Spatial Scale
Full Well
S/N
<Performance>
23.3grooves/mm
63.5
UI,E or Zerodur
1213mm
t
758(x) × 244( )_ )
8.5/_ m(x)× 19.75/_m()_)
0.2"/pix (0% o.l"/piJ' )
60,000
0.1% (Frame Integration)
Diffraction Order
Anguler Disp.
mA/pix
Resolv. Power(mA)
Electron on CCD (l/S)
(in continium)
6303 CaK
123 197
6.51"10A-4 1.04"10A-3
25 16
15 , 7
9.5"10A5 1×10A5
(Depends onQE etc)
l l
i¸
o
i
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Tip Til't Mirror Consideration
M.Akioka (Hiraiso,CRL)
1,REqtitl-ements
< Ittiage St.abilize >
Filter Obs. : 0.01 arcsec / 10 sec(?)
0.002 arcsec / several sec.(SPG:Ob_. :< . , )
• (see Lite s sans comments on Jan.)
<Requirement for Tip Tilt Mirror>
Location 150mm far from secondary focus
diam. about 30ram
resolution of tilt angle 0.5 /_rad
Dry. freq. ??? 10 or 20 Hz?
2,Tip-Tilt Mirror on Japanese Satellites
Used for Engineering Sat. for Laser
Communications
(1)Laser Comminications Experiments(LCE) of
EI_-6 (by NASDA and CRL)
Communication Experiment between Satellite
and Ground
Satellite Launch had troubled but experimets
was successful
<Fine Pointing Mechanism>
Detector : Quadrant Detector
Mirror Actuator : Moving Coil Actuator
Pointing Accuracy : 2 /_ rad (system) ,
Now under development
<Fine Pointing Mechanism>
Detector : Quadrant Detector
Mirror Actuator : Ix)w Voltage Piezo Stack
Pointing Accura(T : 1/z rad (system with
testing model)
3,Moving Coil Actuator for LCE
Permanent Magnet + Coil
response frequency : about 300Hz
(in case of LCE with 1.5cm mirror)
resolution of mirror angle: 0.87/_ rad (with test
model)
(depends on noise and sense0
tracking range : +_0.4mrad
• Low Hysterisis
• Two Axis module is easily available
• Range for tilting is large
4.Piezo Actuator for OISETS
Stack of Low Voltage Piezo
response frequency : 2kHz
(Mirror Diam. = 20-30mm)
< Now under evaluation for Solar-B >
. Hysterisis
• Higher response frequency
• Smaller size ,
5.1_i_oblem a_d future action
• EvalUation of Mirror angle resolution for Piezo
( for Open loop control with gyro signal )
• Evaluation of Gyro performance for open loop
• Error sensing for Closed Loop
No good concept for error detection for closed
loop ¢ofltro'l
Limb sensing
Correlation Track
Sunspot Track
: Not enough resolution
: No experience in space
: Limitation for target selection
v
i
P
°
?
I%
0
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1
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polarization accuracy and physical quantities
B _ P relation
a ,,, 1.7. 103,,
detection limit
B l _ ozP g
Bt _ /gP_/2
_,,- 2.0.10 3 (for FeI6303/_ , B in Gauss)
uncertainty
ABt _ c_6Pv ,'., 5Bt
dBt 1 5B_
5PQ ,-,, -_flPQl/25PQ ,,.,
ABt ,',, d--'_Q ,_ 2 Bt
1. ¢ : azimth angle of Bt
Bt 2 \ Bt ]
2. j " electric current __jresolvabl element of J for pixel size dx ,_ l 4
, I
1 (OBy OB._. 2 10Btdx 2 _ I'_z"-
) az ~ £ ox
f
6j ,-v 15Btdz _ 4.1 • 107 6Bgdx Amp.
(B in Gauss, dx in arcsec)
Aj ,,., 1AB, dx ,',, 16B_...£_6j
#o 2 Bt
3. c : energy element
J along a coronal loop of length I
E ,.., 1Lj2
a-) • inductanceL = 2Z(Io9_-_
4. E : total energy
(B.C.Low 1982, Solar Phys. 77_ 43)0
AE = I_ //_=odxdy {x(B{l _ B_)+ y(B{ l - B_)} B[ !
#o
Bff: force free field
B p • potectial field
B If - B p ---* AB_
1 L 3
AE _ -- [ [ dx2xABtB, ._ -- < B, AB, >
I_o J Jz=O t_o
< > • spatial average, Bi ," Bt
1 _2
< B,AB,> ,,, -_< 6B_,> ~ T < 6PQ> ,,,
____N- total pix. number (n== (Lldx) 2
_2O__/_ ¢/
' - _ g.a..A
L Y
e=l% e=0.3% e=O.l%
6Bt (C) 17 5.1 1.7
6Bt (G) 200 110 63
AB, (G)
Bt=100G 200 60 20
500 40 12 4.0
tooo 20 6.0 2.0
A¢ (aeg.)
BL=100G - 34 11
500 4.6 2.3 0.45
I000 I.I 0.34 0.II
_'..@jU,o._V
1: accuracy of polarization and B
1033
1032
_ 1031
lO30
1029
energy resolution for 200"x200" FOV
..... I " " " " "'| ' ...... '"
M
1028
1027
0.01
/
J
S
s t
s I
, . • f l l l lJ
O. 10 1.00 10.00
dx (orcsec)
[] 1: spat,ial resulution, pol. accuracy and energy resolution
sources of polarization
polar{zation measurement:
errors
_=
_=
Cil I + cql Q + C_lU + c,,1V
ci2I + cq2Q + cu2U + c,2V
¢iNI "nt- CqN Q + ¢uNU "+ C.oNV
Ira8
error in I_s
error in ci,q,u,,,
change of I _-,
=_ I,Q,U,V
noise
crosstalk by optics instrument
image motion
1. noise
a) photon noise
b) dark noise
c) read noise
6(Q,u, v) ,-,.,_z"" (ntEQ/EM)½
2. crosstalk by optics components
_).r __Q,U,V
b) V_Q,U
c) Q _-, u
• .. ,(Q, u, v) .., &I
•.. ,(Q, u) ~ ,_v
•.. ,(Q, u) ~ 6_.,(v, Q)
3. image motions
a) telescope jitter, drift ...
b) beam wobbling by Rot. WP ...
c) time cgange of solar feature ...
6(Q, u, v) ,_xdI
6(Q,v, v) ~ _t_
I--_ © tJV
.............. i........ i
r
t
I t i. t /
........ d,
\ ,. E/
........ i
...._<_,+__4__
{ - I
.......... ' V " - ........
1
................ -I v
7!ii!
.B
I:r
P'I
o
"o
o
N
_o
o
o
o_'__'o
_-___'_,
_,m.i•
_":_,-,-o D...o
__,o.1'__",_
_.oo=_o_In0
_"...
0b.ao
O_
o_°"__o_= -2_oio
"_._l_"_o.__'___,, _A•_.__.___"_I
spauai ume calibrat.ion to aboid
distrib, variation SP,FL
adopt
SP FL
photon noise
dark noise
read noise
random random impossi, integration
random random impossi, cooling
random random impossi, slow A/D
O
O O
CROSSTALK BY OPTICS
telescope refl. I =a Q,U,V
V QcaU
folding mirror I =a Q,U,V
V QcaU
dust on WP I =:_ Q,U,V
fringe by WP I _ Q,U,V
exposure error
inhomo, sensitivity
I Q,U,V
I Q,U,V
ghost
error of WP retard.
error of WP setting
imparfect, of Pol.
obliq, trans, to WP
non-uniform WP
error in WP rot.
CCD read out
trend const possible coating
trend const possible
irreg, vari. difficult
irreg, vari. difficult
uniform random possible
irreg, const possible
I ::a Q,U ,V irreg, slow vat. difficult
V ::a Q ca U uniform slow v_. possible
V :=a Q ca U uniform const, possible
V :=a Q ca U uniform const, possible
V :=a Q ca U trend const, possible
V =:a Q ca U trend? const, possible
V =a Q ca U uniform random difficult
V :=a Q ca U trend const? possible
A A
no folding mirr. A A
caliblation
WP at pupil image
oil bath
wedge
no mech. shutter O
use same pixel 0
flat fielding (0)
stable element (0)
calibration (0)
calibration (0)
calibration (0)
calibration (0)
stablerot. (0)
calibration (0)
(o)
(o)
IMAGE MOTION
atoms, scintilation
WP wedge,tilt
telescope jitter
solar change
I :::> Q,U,V
I _ Q,U,V
I_ Q,U,V
I _ Q,U,V
sun random impossi.
sun random imp., po6.
sun random imp., pos.
sun random imp., pos.
space 0 0
oil bath A
Tip-Tilt mirr. A A
symmetric samp. (0)
fast moduration (0)
Tip-Tilt mirr. A
fast moduration (0)
interpolation A
_. 1: error sources
3f/' te /
calibration of crosstalk
polarization modulation:
l + ACil cql + Acql c,l + Ac_l c,l + Ac, t
l + Aci_ cq2 + Acq2 c,2 + Acu2 c_2 + Ac_2
1 + _ci_v
calibration
ccv + AQN c,m + Ac.,,N c,m + Ac,m
= to know Ac_, Acq, Acu, Ac_
I
Q
UI
V
1. Aci: I--,Q,U,V
• continuum at
2. Ac_:
U
V
v--, Q,U
disk center
001I 1Q
o 1
I
,,d
=:, unpolarized
---, ac_(_,.v)
make observation
• plage near disk
I
Q
U
V
center V>>Q,U
1
0
0
V
"_,,0:,v)
• Q,U,V profiles =_ Q,U: symmetric, V: asymmetric
(Q,u)o,,m= l(ac,), v
3. Acq,_: Q_U ""
• penumbra near disk center =_ Bt // filaments
• compare with well calibrated ground-based observation
image shift and 6I
11 Maz,1995 K.Ichimcto
granulation contrast:
°
granulation
Ax
AI/I= 0.2
Ax = 0."4
,.t[
6I = -- 6x = 0.516x
dx
6I
-- = 0.1% _ 6x = 0."002
I
change of line profile:
1.2
1.0
0,8
-- 0.8
0.4
0.2
0,0!
-0.6
0.15
0.10
v
-- 0.05
b
0.00
-0.05
-0.8
inter granule, T=T-280K ' V= 2.0kin/s, _ Fe!6303A
% t
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 O.Z 0.4
wavelength
shift by 0.001 arcsec.
......... , J , ,
-0.4 -0.2 0.0
wavelength
0.2 0.4
6I
-- = 0.1% _ 6x = 0."001
I
0.6
0.6
19 Ju1.1995 K.Ichimoto
requirment on image stability
assumptions:
• 6I/I = 0.1% is produced by image shift of 0."001
• photometric accuracy- 0.1% (SP) and 0.5% (FLT)
• 0.75Hz for rotating wave plate (filter exp=0.33s)
• fullset of filter images taken in 10 sec
• no correction by tip-tilt mirror
spectrograph filtergraph
case 1 case 2
beam wobble
satellite drift
" jitter
0."02
O."O03/s
(o.'oo_/o.33,)
0."001
at 1.5 and 3.0 Hz
0."005
(o:oo5/lo,)
0."005
at0.1 ,_, 3 Hz
0."02
o.'o6/ 
(_0 PSF/0.33,)
o:"o2
ia 0.33 s
casel •
case2 •
Polarized intensities are measured with the same pixel.
Image registration is made after observation.
6 M_.1995 K.Ichimoto
time variation of intensity and S/N
ave._ _o,.e c_f,,r...,.
• , _ l,_tvt C
I. change of granuratlon/ _,,,_, ele, e.,'t _ e.[e_
contrast of granules: g = 0.2 _ o. s
width of boundary: x = 0."5 _ £2
horizontal motion: v = 1 km/s
IdI gv 5.6x 10-4s-I::_ 777 -- --X
2. five minute oscillation
--)' 3.g" ,, iv -_ .s-I
v amplitude: 5v = 250 m/s
time scale: 5t = 150 s
dv/dt = 1.67 m/s 2
Id[ 1.6X 10-4s-1
:=> 7d'-[-- (in Fe16303k )
3. Doppler shift by orbital motion
max. rate of V change for polar orbit: dA/dt = 0.084 m]_/s
=> 7d-[ldI_--3.8 X 10-4s -1 ( in FeI6303/_ )
integration time and S/N
flux budget -+ N -,_ 6 x 105 electrons/s/pix
(for ¢=50cm, 0."2x 25m/_ pix., FeI6303/_, QE=0.4 )
::> 6_z (N. t)-½ ,-_ 0.0013 x t-½I _'*
9 Mar.1995K.Ichimoto
flux budget
++++-b++++++ telescope throughput ++++++++++++
Telescope aperture (50)
Sub mirror (22)
Mirror (0.93x3)
IR,UV cut filter
Pol. modulator
Beam splitter
Solar intensity
erg/photon
1963 1.96e+03 cm 2
390 1.57e+03 cm 2
0.804 1.27e+03 cm 2
0.90 1.14e+03 cm 2
0.95 1.08e+03 cm 2
0.45 4.87e÷02 cm 2
5.88e-05 2.86e-02 erg/A/s/arcsec 2
3.15e-12 9.08e+09 photon/A/s/arcsec 2
+++++++++++ spectrograph (6303A) +++++++++++
Spatial sample(0.2x0.1)
Spectral sample(20.0)
lens(0.97x4)
mirrors(0.93xl)
Blocking filter
Grating efficiency
Quantum efficiency
2.00e-02 1.82e+08
0.0200 3.63e+06
0.885 3.21e+06
0.930 2.99e+06
0.50 1.49e+06
0.50 7.47e+05
0.40 2.99e+05
photon/A/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
electron/s/pix
+++++++++++ filtergraph (6303A) +++++++++++++
Spatial sample(0.1x0.1)
Passband width
lens(0.97x2)
Beam splitter
Blocking filter
Lyot transmission
Quantum efficiency
1.00e-02 9.08e+07
0.111 1.01e+07
0.941 9.48e+06
0.90 8.53e+06
0.50 4.27e+06
0.22 9.38e+05
0.40 3.75e_05
photon/A/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
photon/s/pix
electron/s/pix
flux=6.0E+05 # of stotes = 4
10000
1000
100
0.1
\
\
\
aJC
1.0 10.0
O.ootk." time (sec) o.t0q-"
IO0
100
0.1
full=5
dt=O.
of stotes = 4
1.0
time (see)
10.0 100,0
11 Mar.1995 K.Ichimo(o
beam wobbling by a rotating waveplate
i • wedge angle \
a" tilt angle
• wedge
n sin = sin(/+ 50)
60~ (.- 1).i
5x_ ,-- (n - 1)./. i
tilt
sin a = n. sin(a - O)
0~ _(_- 1)._
5xt -_ d. 0 = _(n - 1)-d. c_
?
a 8x
d
parameters
'. image size: 1" = 3.64. lO-2rnm = 36.4#m (base line)
• location of WP: I = 21cm
• wave plate: d = 2mm, n = 1.55 (quartz)
tolerance of i and c_
allowable image motion: 25x < 0".002 =_ dix=3.64 • lO-Smm
i < 3.15 • lO-_rad = 6".5- 10 .2
c_ < 5.13 • lO-Srad = 10".6
•N i _ 95 m/l._ _0A parallelism of WP for 3cm diameter.
11 Mar.1995 K.Ichimoto
avoiding influence of the image motion
1. symmetric sampling
cancel the I---_Q,U,V crosstalk
2 6x < _ PSF _,, 0."02
•_ candidate mode for the spectrograph 16 samples for 1 rotatin
2. compensate by tip tilt mirror
i = 10" --_ 2_x = 0".154
rotation = 0.5 Hz _ dx/dt ,.,, 0".154/s
=_ -_/6xdx = 0".154/0".002 = 79 /s
i.e. ,-- 100 Hz is required for tip-tilt mirror.
•_ Result changes with assumed parameters.
¢
"_ Detection of image motion may be a difficult probiem.
3. cancel the wedge and tilt (for rot.WP)
_Xw + $xt = 0 _ c_ = -n. _i = 21.72
•_ 10".6 aqquracy is still required for the direction of rot.
•_ Interference fringe?
axis.
4. put WP in oil bath (for rot.WP)
-_ This solves also fringe problem.
5. use L QVR
II M_.1995 K.Ichimoto
fast system.vs, slow system
for polarlzatxon measurement
fastsystem slow system
rot. wave plate
CCD clock
fullwell
shutter
shutter timing
exposure
accumulation
accuracy
sampling
duration for 1set
total electron #
efficiency
coutinuous(N 0.75Hz)
fast (_ 1MHz x 2)
--_5.104
frame transfer
1ms
80ms
yes (,,_ 60 times)
o.1%
16pos./rot.
"' 5 sea
1. 10 6
_00%
step-wise (,,_ 0.5Hz)
slow (0.5MHz)
N 2.105
mechanical shutter(?)
o
N 300 ms
no
0.3 %
4 or5 position
3-4sec
1.1-105
20 _ 30 %
required image stability (without tip-tilt mirror)
< 1-!dPSF _ 0."02
0."< O03/s
< 07001
at 1.5 and 3.0Hz
wobble by WP
satellite drift
" jitter
< 0." 003
< o."ooo8/s
< 0."003
at 0.2,,_lHz
problems compatibility with filter
fast clock
(flat fielding?)
0.3 % accuracy
image stability
classification of polarization measurement
1. mechanisms of polarization modulation
(a) rotating wave plate (continuous)
(b) rotating wave plate (stepping)
(c) wave plate wheel
(d) liquid crystal variable retarder
2. Modulation sequence
(a) take I i Q, I -I- U, I + V
=½(I(b) take 4 sets of Ii + cqi Q + _i
(c) take more than 5 kinds of I i
(d) take only I:t= V
.U+_.V)
3. onboard accumulation, make or not
0x_>
0XX
0
0
•-_00C_"
"4
0
0
merits of the fast system:
• a high photometric accuracy
• small mechanical disturbance by the modulator
• the symmetric sampling reduces I---_Q,U,V crosstalk caused by
beam wobbling by the rotating wave plate by factor of 10
• quick modulation relaxes the requirment on satellite drift rate
• only limitted frequencies of satellite jitter are responsible to
the I_Q,U,V crosstalk
• controling principle may be simple because the modulator can
be a reference for both filter and spectrograph operations
demerits of the fast system:
• compatibility with the filter instrument
- pure I and V cannot be obtained with 2 exposures
( Q _ I crosstalk )
-exposure of the filtergram should be shorter than twice of
the spectrograph for Q,U-measurement and 4 times for V-
measurement
- precise timing is required for the mechanical shutter
- image moves even during exposures
- shutter by a moving slit may cause a different modulation
phase in FOV
• fast clock of CCD and fast demodulator are required
8 Mar.1925 K.l¢hime_
modulation by a rotating waveplate
)
LP
m
WP
I,Q,U,V
2I' =
+{ 2
1 - cos
+
2
{ 1 + R sin(41rdn/A) sin 6 cos 2¢}. I
I + cos6 I --cos6
t- 2 cos 4¢}- Q
sin 4¢. U
- sin 8 sin 2¢. V
/n-l_ 2
R --- 2 _,n+l/ • reflection index, n • refraction index, d: thickness
I
I
i
i
i
i
-1.0
0
I
90
i
180
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
i
I
I
I
270
t I
t I I
I i I
I '1
't
I
360
8 lViax.1995 K.Ichimoto
effective sampling for filter system
6=0.352, eff.*2 (Q,U,V) = 0.522 0.522 0.615
1.0 ,, :: '.: / \ !i :_
:: I ""
:: I
:1
0.5
!
I
°,
,°
o.
o,
- "*.... _ ............... n% ::
% :: _ I :: :: %
"" "_ I :" "" %
:: "' i :"
% :: % I :: "" %
,, :: _ I !! i ::
_!i t% " .. i ::
,: "
:: "%.... ::
.. ..
:: :: !i
:" ..
• ° ..
.°
- 1.o 135
o 45 90
% ::
%it I. '1
'(ii ::
. '% _!
/ \ ::
i ::_ \ ii
;; _ ::
:: % o ..
,: % ::
/
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,_...,...--°'"
180
@ c_ cq c,, c,,
39.38 0.015 -0.538 0.306 -0.785
73.12 -0.062 0.506 -0.738 -0.444
106.88 -0.062 0.506 0.738 0.444
140.62 0.015 -0.538 -0.306 0.785
M.E. 0.038 0.522 0.522 0.615
M_ 0.513 0.960 0.891 0.790
Mp is defined by _, where m_p are elements of the inverse m_atrix.
I taxi m2i m3_ m4i I_
q
U
V
l'Tt,lq TT_2q 1713q 17't4q
1.Tt.lu 1,7't2u l'n3u l"rt4u
mlu m2v TT_3u I"R4u
sl
sl
X
O__0
O
_____.a0
I.-.d•*i.d.
__c_o__,
AAA___" oAA_'_ t_
_,___
o_0o
0
0
0
o"
0

8 Max.1995 K.Ichimoto
estimation of crosstalk (I-ambiguity)
assumptions:
• LTE lineformation
• magnetic field-- 2000G, horizontal
• filterwidth -- 100mA at 6000/_.
• retardation of WP -- 126.8°
• sampling around 45° and 135°
• exposure duration -- 1°,71°,90°
A Ira,=(%)
line 1° 71° 90°
FeI6303/_. -7.5 0. 2.5
FeI5506A -8.8 0. 2.9
FeI5250/_. -8.4 0. 2.8
FeI4442/_ -4.5 0. 1.5
consideration:
• Exposure duration of ,,-70 ° rotation reduces Q_I cromtalk.
Allow small I-ambiguity.
• Take vector magnetic field with 4 exposures always when ac-
curate I is required from the scientific objective.
9 Max.1995 K.Ichimoto
o 200
X
150
<
E
100
-r
" 50
Lyot filter: FWHM, transmission, # of photon
25O
Go..O o'°°
"_0%.......""
_..,_d_oO_.., .......
_oos!.'.::::........... .
....-.. ...... # ofp_,
,4
J
0
4000 5000 6000 7000
wavelength (A)
5.0x105
4.0x105
x
c_ 053.0xl
ul
E
0
_ 0 5u 2.0×1
1.0x105
0
4000
flux budget for spectrograph and filtergroph
I I " I .... I " " " I " .'
spectrograph
_X= IOOmAO_OOA /
......................................... ° ............. .°°,,°. ..... . .... ,.
I' f I' :
, , , i I , , , i ' • . . . i . . . . , , . . . l • • • •
4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000
wavelength (A)
9 Mar.1995 K.Ichimoto
degradation of modulation efficiency
ME _ Iv == Ei=I [cat,/- _bT[, My
sampling at 39.38*, 73.12", 106.88 ° , 140.62"
rot. angle during exposure = A¢
ME M v
A¢ q u v q u v
1.0 0.522 0.522 0.615 0.957 0.891 0.790
10.0 0.509 0.509 0.611 0.982 0.914 0.795
22.5 0.470 0.470 0.599 1.063 0.989 0.811
45.0 0.333 0.333 0.553 1.503 1.399 0.877
70.0 0.137 0.137 0.473 3.637 3.386 1.027
90.0 0 0 0.391 - - 1.364
consideration:
• If A¢ < 45 °, S/N does not dgrade more than factor 0.66
--, not very serious
requirment on the mechanical shutter
6I/I = 0.5% (40,000 electrons) _ 6¢ ,,, 1.1"
rotation freq. = 0.75Hz --, timing accracy (6t) ,,,4 ms
consideration;
• Yohkoh SXT shutter --4 6t ,,, 8 ms _ t_)_
• further study of shutter mechanism
• monitor timing and calibrate on data analysis?
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Appendix 8.
Meeting Notes from Presentations by
Prof. Tsuneta's Group on
Solar-B Magnetograph Design
During the Solar-B presentations I attempted to keep detailed notes of the speakers
comments. These notes are not intended to stand alone but to accompany the speakers
handouts. The purpose of the notes is to highlight the topics which the speakers
emphasized, catch some information which might not have been presented quite the
same in the notes, and to get a sense of some of the dialog which ensued.
R. Chipman, UAH MSVM Final I_port msli_to.do¢ Mm_h 7, 1996
25 July 18 Mitaka
Meeting notes on Solar B presentations to Russell Chipman
From Prof. Tsuneta's group
National Astronomical Observatory
Mitak_, Japan
July 18-20, 1995
Attendees include:
Dr. Tsuneta
Dr. Ichimoto
Serge Koutchme (spelling?), France
Tsu: U Hawaii, High Altitude Observatory, Lockheed, and German
meetings have already occurred.
Purpose - free exchange on designs on baseline
develop baseline plan
Day 1 spacecraft and mission
2 spectrograph, and polarimeter; Ichimoto summary
3 polarization
Dr. Sakao Presentation Spacecraft and Mission
- Hard x-ray person, spacecraft systems
Mission objectives
Result from Yohkoh
Dynamic rather than static corona
Magnetic reconnection role, including solar flares
R. Chipman, Univ.
Alabama Huntsville
magneto.doc
March 6, 1996
For solar-b .
objective : systems approach to photosphere-coronal activity
reveal solar M_D phenomena
photosphere as origin of coronal magnetic activities
high resolution x-ray and optical
hard and soft x ray features
Plan
Vector magnetograph, 0.1-0.2 arc sec resolution
x ray telescope, magnetic behavior in solar corona
xuv spectrograph, coronal velocity field measurement
must have high resolution for optical and x ray
600 km orbit
680 kg scientific package
170 kg thrusters
launch 2004
2 year period of sun synchronous observation using thrusters
image stabilization 0.02"/sec, higher with tip/tilt mirror
data recording rate 500 kbps or 3 Gbps per orbit
downlink rate 5Mbps desired (under study)
serg: what about i0 km/sec orbital velocity
Sakeo: on-board Doppler compensation system
(RC mostly transverse)
Attitude control
sub arc sec for spacecraft body
6x higher that Yohkoh
instrument active control does not require active control?
Solar rotation tracking
disturbance: counter wheels needed for filter wheels
R. Chipman, Univ.
Alabama Huntsville
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sensor: gyro signal for tip tilt mirror control, experiments
under way
Actuator: momentum wheels noise
type I, ball bearing type, ... oil soak / wobble torque problem
(HST)
type 2, magnetic bearing
need to suppress torque and noise
really feasible? Under study. Solve? Then 0.02"/sec in
spacecraft body
otherwise need tip-tilt mirror, studying feasibility
Sensor? Limb sensor?
Spacecraft orbit
Scientific requirements
baseline sun synchronous (vs. equatorial)
then need thrusters to maintain
also thrusters at launch
Radiation environment worse in sun synchronous vs equatorial
Scientific considerations:
a. high spatial resolution observation
minimize thermal distortion, constant thermal environment
b. continuous observation
solar activities in various timescales
more efficient observations
pre and post flare
c. Minimize Doppler effect for 100 mA line width spectral
measurements
orbit choice
Sun synchronous has weight penalty
1.3 tons equatorial
R. Chipman, Univ.
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.85 in sun synch, including thrusters
8 months / yr observing vs 40 min night/orbit
Doppler shift 130 MA vs 250 mA
Thermal design much easier vs not easy
more experience in equatorial launch
no previous sun syn. launch from Kagoshima
thrusters
170 kg required vs desired
radiation load on electronics
more trapped" electrons in 1 4 Mbit
0 errors/ bit/day
0.002 Solar B
0.010 Solar B during flare
Dram per day
Doppler shift graphs shown at 600 km
causes 0.09 mA shift/sec
8 months no night
max. 20 min night per orbit -23%
Telemetry:
huge amount of data
>7 Gbits/orbit, cannot downlink all
On board data processing including Stokes demodulation and data
compression
Solar A "80 Mbit/sec
5 Mbit/sec downlink"
R. Chipman, Univ.
Alabama Huntsville
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On-board large volume data recorders and data buffers
Mbit DRAM?)
Downlink 5 Mbps? Possible?
Kagoshima has i0 min downlink window
(using 16
RC: TRDS downlink?
On-board data flow
Telescope
may sum 2x2 pixels, usually limit FOV
Stokes demodulation
JPEG lossless data reduction
Data recorder
Telemetry
Ground Stations KSC/DSN?
Reduce 8 to 3GBit/sec
Data recorder req.
compare Solar A IRIS Astro-D Astro-E Solar-B
Solar-B has highest requirements
Packet telemetry?
On-board packet interface?
Packet telemetry? In x-band?
Ground Stations
KSC
s band
x band
KSC to ISAS
current 262 kbps, future TBD
" 262
"384
DSN is Goldstone, Wallops, Madrid, Australia
262 plan to 1.6Mbps
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Spacecraft layout
current plan
Optical on main axis
X-ray one side
XUV other side
Bus module on each side
Thruster tanks
solar panels"
artist's rendering
Serg: optical aperture?
Sakao: studying best place for thrusters to minimize
contamination to telescopes
also studying damage if off-axis sunlight focused inside
telescope
studying need for telescope door
On board Doppler compensation
Data up-load every 3-7 days orbital element info (TBD)
calculate detailed orbital elements, polynomial coefficient
Orbit timer
On board Doppler estimation
Accuracy of delta lambda combined with target wavelength
yields lambda + dlambda
perform passband tuning
CCD readout address change (for spectrograph)
update every 10 sec or faster
Serg: should include solar rotation elements
RC: 5 min oscillation Doppler correction
general laughter
R. Chipman, Univ.
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mission objective can be addressed with quiet sun
reveal fundamental processes
less events
more oriented to quiet sun
Tsu: Q to MSFC
is their problem with science output if we launch in 2004 or 2005
MSFC best people to ask because we have 20 years of operation
2004 is near minimum
2002 is out of question
2003 is not the baseline,
based on performance of IR telescope
Skylab launched at solar minimum
Serg: tilt axis can correct 2 axis. What about spin?
Tsu: largest effect at edge of FOV, 2d order, first two axes are
first order
team who builds telescope must have very close interaction with
spacecraft builders
Sakao finish
Ryouhei Kano
U Tokyo Grad Student
Optical Telescope Schematic
Gregorian
heat rejecting cone or plane mirror
rotation retarder analyzer in primary hole
tip tilt mirror
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Pol. BS
Lyot filter arm
Spectrograph arm
Telemetry.
Aplanatic Gregorian
50 cm
f/15 at image
CCD 9 micron/pixel
nose cone limits telescope length
Focal plane
Lyot filter f/18
Interference filter
Spectrograph f/18.5
Aberration 0.05" at edge of FOV
Airy Disc 0.5" @ 5000A
0.2/pixel FOV 400"
f/37 0.1"/pixel
0.2"/pixel
Kano wrote ray trace program for mirrors
spot diagrams shown
Polarization analyzer
to avid instrumental polarization, analyzing retarder inside
primary
then folding mirror
then Polarizing beam splitter for analyzer
RC: stray light problem of retarder so far forward
critical surfaces seen by both primary and secondary
About 1.8 degree cone through retarder and beamsplitter
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Q. Secondary mirror position
Tolerance analysis
Primary: 70 micron decenter, 7" tilt
mirror separation 450 micron +-5
Secondary 70 micron decenter, 15" tilt
expect gravitational distortion of 40 microns (Mitsuchika (?) Co.
quote)
collimator decentration 2200 micron, 2' tilt
Lyot, 5' tilt
Camera, 3000 micron decenter, 7' tilt
Each tolerance yields aberration of 0.13" or i/Rootl4 of airy
disk diameter
Main aberration terms, coma, spherical ab, defocus
Tsuneta: baseline plan, no prefilter, nothing over telescope
aperture
Serg: protection of telescope coatings
Tsuneta: reflecting not refracting. If you have a cover,
contamination problem is the same. Also distortion of full
aperture window.
UV protection?
Heat rejection cone
50 cm primary
22 cm secondary
Tilted heat rejection mirror, flat, 45 deg.
Window on side of tube, 280 mm diam.
even with heat rejecting cone, the rays strike the barrel
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Focal plane package
BS sends light to two channels
Nikon studied BS and lens achromatization
Filter arm
Collimator
Lyot
Filter
BS to 2x arm with interference filter for high spatial resolution
shutter to select Lyot/Interference
Camera lens
CCD
Spectrograph
Littrow lens, Echelle grating
Field lens
Slit
I000 m spectrograph lens, double pass
70A band
order, greater than i00
Spot diagrams from Nikon for Lyot arm
390 -56 nm
mainly defocus
Mitsubishi structure study
instrumental polarization ray trace of crossed folding mirror
system
2 degree cone angle
R. Chipman, Univ.
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for aluminum
ellipse map 0.38% polarizance, calculation for unpol, light
RC: this is diattenuation only, retardance often 5x larger
end of Kino's presentation
Tsuneta -- Daily summary
serious problems
I. Spatial resolution vs FOV
some want highest resolution
others want largest FOV at cost of resolution
assume 2000x2000
currently emphasize FOV more
since space telescope should emphasize resolution
RC: aliasing
Serg: telescope aperture, not optimum for radiometry, time
cadence
too many photons, CCD limited, computer limited
redundant
issue 2. Large secondary mirror
to get polar_zation analyzer in hole.
Also heat rejection system
4300-6563
6302 only for magnetograph?
Issue 3. Critical tolerances
3 m long system
need a refocus mechanism?
5 DOF mechanism for secondary? Don't like
R. Chipman, Univ.
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how can we relax critical tolerance.
RC: refocus mechanism increase tolerances about 10x removing
defocus limitation, now coma, SA limitation
initial option was Cassegrain. because of tolerances.
Issue 4: thermal design/ contamination
back side of primary is for heat dump, need large clean area for
radiation dump
bad place for retarder and tilt mirror
Nihon spacecraft not clean
how to protect from out-gassing?
Organic material exposed to solar UV may become black
Heat primary above ambient
but have no heater power
Historically, Nihon spacecraft have passive control
Can we continue observations after contamination?
How share tasks
Telescope Mitsubishi/Nikon, have made earth observing telescopes
Focal plane package US?
Small complaint - US people only talk about money
R. Chipman, Univ.
Alabama Huntsville
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July 19, 1995, Mitaka Observatory, Second Day of Presentations
Mr. Suematsu's presentation
Spectrographs
Narrowband, Lyot, This talk
Wideband, Littrow,
Aim: high resolution diagnostics of physical condition and
structure, morphological, in photosphere and chromosphere
Connections with corona
Two channel filtergraph, one CCD
Graph of solar temperature and lines with altitude
Constraints of detector
2K x 2K Kodak
9x9 microns
85000 electrons/well
512 KHz readout (maybe IMHz) at 12 bits
8 sec readout
FOV .ix.l" per pixel yields 200"x200" FOV
S/N 225 for one exposure
S/N i000 for 20 exposure w/ 1,000,000 electrons
Wideband filters
3933
4305
4500
5670
6563
6690
CaII 2A
g-band 10A faculae
continuum 10-20A photosphere
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Narrowband
4571 50 mA
4705
4861
5172
5250
5576
6302
6562.8 109 mA
.194 A Airy disk
0.28" Airy Disk
Comparison of 5250 vs 6302
5250 is Temp sensitive
since don't have full line profile, this causes more error
6302 less temp sensitivity
Compare narrow vs. wide band filtergraph
Wideband interference filter, high transmission, short exposure
study temperature, horizontal velocity, intensity oscillations,
morphology
Filter wheel
3900-7000 range
2-20 A passband
Narrowband
Lyot
<5% transmission, complicated, long exposure
lower image quality, need image averaging
study vector B
vertical and horizontal velocity
morphology
R. Chipman, Univ.
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26
Current choice: one universal birefringent filter, several lines
wavelength range, 4500-6600
.05-.1 A passband
Beam at filter
Collimated
Telecentric
mention birefringent pol. ab of converging beam in calcite
pupil in middle of Lyot filter
Show Stokes profile through Zeeman line
only observe blue and red wings, not measure line center
RC: why not scan FP while building up spectrum rather that taking
all MSFC averages at one wavelength
Q: beamsplitter design
Q: wavelength range
Baseline:
collimated beam
4500 -6600A
3.5 cm aperture
40 cm length
ray angle f/30 in air
Lockheed filter
Open questions:
image scale 0.i or 0.2
FOV 200 or 400"
R. Chipman, Univ.
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focussing method adjustment, linear stage
temp control, entire focal package or each instrument
Spectral lines
S/N 0.5% OK?
CCD Kodak?
Image registration: software or hardwired, method?
Gain equalization
example of Lockheed 3A filtergram CaII K
Lockheed FeI magnetogram and H alpha
4305 A Lockheed image
RC: Explanation of Aliasing if too few pixels
more pixels is better
Serge: error is relatedto intensity derivative
which is linear function in OTF domain
so maybe central obscuration helps
Dr. Akioka's presentation
Hiraiso, CRL (n of Tokyo on coast)
Spectrograph channel
Stokes poiarimetry with Grating Spectrograph
Physics of flux tube
Precise observation of active region structure
Inversion of Stokes profile
Requirements.
25 mA resolution
0.2"/pixel
R. Chipman, Univ.
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small, 1 or 1.5 m
light weight, simple, no moving mechanisms
CaK observation with no rotation
Observing sequence
Slit FOV
Baseline:
sixteen analyzer positions per slit location
then move slit
Rotating retarder
Tip tilt mirror
PBS
Lens, Slit, scan mirror
blocking filter
Field lens and slit
Achromatic L/ttrow lens
Echelle Grating
Shutter
CCD camera
1 m EFL yields 25 mA
0.2 world -> localized V and I (granulation will be different
from standard model) (??)
Profile will be different from standard model
Additional information gleaned from full line profile,
temp, velocity fields
at 0.i", this may become important
Echelle order ~i00
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Lens to adjust image size on slit
Want to observe CaK with no grating rotation
Current baseline parameters, designed together with High Altitude
Observatory
23.3 lines/mm
63.5 deg blaze
A1 coating
Diff order 123 for 6303 and 197 for CaK
Blocking filter wheel
25 mA / pixel
Another case
larger format CCD 18 mm
quicker readout, TI chip
758x244 pixels
continuous rotating retarder
31.3 grooves/mm
90th order 6303
144th CaK
problem for CaK line
transmission of PBS
RC: need PBS cube demonstration
Timing:
Reference clock
retarder encoder
R. Chipman, Univ.
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CCD triggers
Adders for Stokes demodulation
Image frame buffers
Status of tip-tilt mirror
Requirements.
Spectrograph needs 0.002 arcsec for several sec.
See B. Lites comments
Location, far from solar image, 150 mm
30 mm diameter
0.5 microrad resolution
10-20 Hz drive freq.
been used previously on Jap. satellite
Future action
Action may be available with requirements
but don't have design for sensing image jitter
considering gyro for spacecraft jitter and correlation tracker
tilt mirror may need to be open loop
limb sensing, not enough resolution
partial sun, small field image
correlation tracking, no experience in space
sunspot tracking--limits target selection
gyro testing is ongoing
July 20, Mitaka,
Dr. Ichlmot_
Third Day of Presentations
"equations in notes"
Longitudinal polarization proportional to circular polarization
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Transverse to sqrt of linear polarization
Detection limit of field and uncertainty equations based on noise
relation between B azimuth
resolvable element of current J
smallest element of energy resolution for 200" FOV
Polarization errors
I=W S
errors in I are noise
errors in W, crosstalk in instrument
Change of I, image motion
Photon noise
dark current
read noise
Crosstalk
I -> Q,U,V
V -> Q,U
Q <-> U
artificial polarization from unpolarized light
circular to linear
• orientation error
Image motion
telescope jitter/drift dI/dx delta_x alignment of images
Beam wobble from wave plate
Time change of solar feature delta t dI/Dt time between
images
Characterization of polarization elements
Noise limits detection limit on B
Optics crosstalk causes false B even when B is zero
Image motion gives false B around granulation, flare, sunspot
features
R. Chipman, Univ.
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I,Q,U,V error
dust on waveplate, error in exposure time, gain, oblique
reflection
calibration requirement
noise must be as small as possible
calibrate crosstalk better than epsilon
circular crosstalk should be 3 times smaller than epsilon,
intensity accuracy
image motion
ghost brightness varies with aim point on sun
calibration of crosstalk
i. Measure unpolarized continuum at disk center
2. Phage near center [I,0,0,V] yields circular to linear
crosstalk
3. Q,U,V profiles, Q,U symmetric; V antisymmetric
4. Penumbra near disk center, Q <-> U
assume penumbra near disk center
compare with well calibrated ground based observations
Tsu: calibration wheel?
Tsu: Yohkoh filter wheel, already i0,000,000 rotations
granulation contrast
relation of image shift and polarization noise
0.1% intensity change at granule comes from 0.002" motion
Serge: granulation has very sharp steep boundary and field is
strongest in small area between granules
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Change of line profile
Doppler shift due to 2/km line of sight motion
0.001 arc sec shift cause >0.i dI
requirements on image stability
Tsu: do we really need 0.1%, this is what High Altitude
Observatory says they need
RC: analyzing image shift in the case of the Airy disk gives
limiting crosstalk present. Then if structures have 20%
contrast, multiply by 0.2
smallest possible uncorrelated areas in image.
Tsu: what about velocity field on sun? How long for objects to
move by 0.001"
Ichimoto:
Change of granulation
typical velocity field - I/km/sec
(i/I) dI/dt 5xlOe-4 /s
5 minute oscillation, not so important
(l/I) dI/dt 1.6x10e-4 /s
Integration time and S/N
Flux Budget
bind: need 7" sec _o get 0.1% dI
but granulation changes in 2 sec
R. Chipman, Univ.
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each set of Stokes components should be measured in 1 sec, and
repeated to build up accuracy
Only the part of the spacecraft jitter near the modulation freq
of polarimeter affects the measurement.
(RC:The MSFC measurement profile has long power spectrum, very
low freq response and susceptibility)
Beam wobbling by rotating waveplate
wedge effect, conical deviation
tilt of waveplate
(RC: rotating element at image eliminates beam wander)
with waveplate 21 cm from image 2mm thick waveplate, n=1.55
allowable image motion 0.002"
parallelism needed 0.0065 arc sec.
similar to parallelism needed for Fabry-Perot
ideas:
i. Symmetric sampling, rotate through 16 positions in 360 degrees
2. Compensation by tilt mirror after calibration
3. Cancel the wedge versus tilt
4. Put waveplate in oil bath
5. Some other polarization modulator
fast vs slow polarization measurement
fast, continuously rotating waveplate
slow, stepwise rotation
fast CCD, frame transfer, I mS timing, 80 ms exposure, accumulate
60x
0.i accuracy, measure 16 positions/per rotation, 1 data set in 5
sec, total electrons 10e6, acceptable wobble is .I PSF
Tradeoff between polarization modulators
most critical, reliability, then speed
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Merit of fast system
high accuracy
symmetric sampling reduces beam wobbling
relaxes requirement on satellite drift
only limited frequencies of satellite jitter cause I ->Q,U,V
crosstalk
Problems
compatibility with filter instrument
pure I and V cannot be determined in 2 exposures
needs a shutZer, frame transfer CCD is not available at full
2kx2k pixels
precise shutter timing
fast CCD clock and stokes modulation required
Alternative telescope/polarimeter configuration
use pickoff mirror at plane of intermediate image
primary
interm. Image
secondary
pickoff at interm image plane
crossed folding mirror
polarimeter
Tsu: this requirement for 0.002 arcsec image stabilization cannot
be measured with CCD, so there is no baseline
Trying to justify mission
You must examine this assumption.
Serg: separate p_oblem of image subtraction from integrating
signal in analysis.
Still combined.
R. Chipman, Univ.
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Appendix 9.
My Presentation to Prof. Tsuneta's Group on the
UAH/Marshall Space Based Vector Magnetograph
Design
During my visit to the National Observatory of Japan I presented 12 hours of lectures
on the MSFC magnetograph design, polarimetry, and polarization aberrations. The
outline was as follows:
a. The NASA/Marshall Space-based Solar Vector Magnetograph Design.
2 hour
b. Introduction to the Jones and Mueller polarization calculus.
3 hours basic
c. Polarimetry, measuring polarization elements and optical systems.
3 hours
included Japanese language viewgraphs
d. Polarization ray tracing.
4 hours
polarization of interfaces
Cassegrain telescope polarization
This Appendix contains the viewgraphs for a. The NASA/Marshall Space-based Solar
Vector Magnetograph Design. The other notes are taken from corresponding chapters
in my short course notes, and in the interest of brevity they are not included here.
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The NASA/Marshall Space-based Solar
Vector Magnetograph Design
Russell A. Chipman
Department of Physics
Optics Building, Room 318
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
Tel. (205) 895-6417, ext. 318
Fax. (205) 895-6873
WithViewgraphs Contributed by:
Mona Hagyard
Alan Gary
Ecl West
NASA Marshall Space Right Center
Huntsville, AL
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Objectives
Present the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Solar Vector Magnetograph optical design
Review the components of the optical system
Discuss design tradoffs
Cassegrain vs. Gregorian
Fabry-Perot ve Birefrit_gent Filter
Design of Polarimeter
Status of the prototype EXVM Magnetograph
Instrumental Polarization
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Polarimeter
High polarimetric sensitivity, 1:4000
Rotating retarder polarimeter
Followed by additional polarizer for intensity control
Quartz quarter wave linear retarder
Large aperture Glan-Thompson polarizer
Six measurement sequence for Stokes vectors
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Fabry-Perot Etalon
Tunable 0.125 Angstrom resolution (0.0125 nm)
Solid substrate, not air spaced. Rigid.
Electrically controlled, piezoelectric transducers
4x10E-4 Angstrom/volt
Located at a telecentric image,
Identical spectral response over the entire field of view.
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Fabry-Perot vs. Birefringent Filter
Fabry-Perot
electrically addressable
simpler optical system
solid
limited by scattering
Birefringent filter
larger field of view
many moving parts
index matching, bubble formation in space
optical quality of large pieces of calcite
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'/Locating Filter at a Telecentric Image vs. a Collimated Pupil
Bandpass shifts to blue proportional to angle of incidence squared
Telecentric image,
spectral band is broadened
spectral band is the same for all image points
Collimated pupil
spectral band is minimum
spectral band varies over image
shifts to blue toward edge
Both have same bandpass when averaged over all rays
The larger the pupil/image, the narrower the bandpass
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Filter
CCD
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Polarimetry: Measuring Polarization
Elements and Optical Systems
Russell A. Chipman
Associate Professor of Physics
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
(205)895-6417 x318
Telescope
Aperture: 50 or 60 cm
Configuration:
or
Cassegrain with full aperture prefilter (shown)
Gregorian with reflective conical field stop
Aspheric mirrors:
Hyperboloids plus aspheric terms
will utilize NASA/Marshall large aspheric mirror fabrication facilities
Low polarization enhanced reflective coatings
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Instrumental Polarization
Polarization sensitivity is compromised by nonnormal angges of incidence
at surfaces before polarimeter
Larger angles of incidence cause larger polarization state changes
Particularly couple circular polarization into linear polarization
Seek to minimize instrumental polarization, particularly coupling of the
generally larger circular component into linear polarization.
Subject of Polarization Ray Tracing talk
_i1"*:7" _
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•_Polarization Aberration Analysis and Minimization
Mirrors and Lenses induce polarization aberrations
Polarization Aberrations reduce accuracy of polarimeter measurements
Accurate magnetic field measurement requires reduction of polarization
aberrations
Tools for analyzing polarization aberrations:
Polarization ray tracing
Polarization aberration theory
Polarization optical testing with imaging polarimeter
Polarization compensation:
Low polarization design techniques
Balancing polarization aberrations
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" ",_Polarization Aberration Resuction in SAMEX Design
SAMEX Solar Magnetograph Study (1988)
Polarization Aberration Correction:
Designed with low angles of incidence
Coatings optimized for low polarization
Second order polarization aberrations balanced
Polarization Aberration Reduction:
Design had 1/1000 the instrumental polarization of equivalent Cassegrain
telescope with aluminum mirror coatings at 5250 A.
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21.6 Telescope and Polarimeter Polarization Calibration
::When system is assembled and aligned:
llluminate with large number of precicely calibrated polarization states.
Determine exact response of system to arbitrary states on pixel-by-pixel
basis.
Determine alignment of sequential" images to 1/100 of pixel.
Incorporate into polarimeter data reduction routines.
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Additional Engineering Studies
Underway:
Mechanical design
Thermal analysis
Optical tolerance analysis
Low polarization coating design
Expecting Funding:
Low polarization coating prototype fabrication and test
Further polarization element refinement
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"_' .._ How accurately can the transverse and longitudinal solar magnetic
fields be measured?
Accuracy of Stokes vector measurements
Polarimeter accuracy
Instrumental polarization
Minimizing crosstalk between circular polarization and linear
polarization in optical coatings.
Wavelength accuracy
Control of Fabrey-Perot etalon
Space-based wavelength calibration
Noise
Detector
Temporal fluctuations of solar irradiance
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21.._
How is the standard deviation of the magnetic field measurements related
to the following:
Detector noise
Accuracy of calibration
Polarimeter alignment
Telescope and folding mirror instrumental polarization
Calibration drift in orbit
Image mismatch, four corresponding pixels not having exactly the
same instantaneous fields of view
Image motion during measurement
Averaging due to pixei size relative to small intense features,
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Appendix 10.
Development of Method for Generating a 2x Lens
Magnifier
A lens system was desired which when inserted in the magnetograph would increase the
magnification by a factor of two, with a corresponding decrease in the field of view.
The size of the image would remain the same, but the f/# of the light at the image
would be increased by a factor of two. The entire primary mirror would still be used,
but at one half the field of view. The Fabry-Perot would be illuminated with a
telecentric beam the same size, but with half the angular bandwidth in each axis.
I realized that this 2x magnifier had the following paraxial implications. Consider first
the chief and marginal paraxial rays which are tabulated in this appendix. Since the
field of view has been reduced by a factor of two, we desire to reduce the height and
angle of the chief ray by a factor of two from the front of the system through to the 2x
magnifier. Exiting the magnifier, the chief ray should attain its initial values all the way
to the image. This ensures the image size is unchanged. Similarly, the marginal ray
height should" be unchanged from the entrance to the system to the 2x magnifier.
Following the magnifier, the marginal ray height and angles should be reduced to one
half the initial values.
The system with the 2x magnifier will have one half the Lagrange invariant and one
fourth the etendue of the lx system without the magnifier.
Using these principals, I developed a graphical method on the y-ybar diagram to
connect an incident beam with one half the chief ray, and an emerging beam with one
half the marginal ray and find a family of thin lens solutions. One result was that there
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were no one or two lens solutions to this problem. This explained the difficulties that
Ron Eng and Mary Acree had been having in trying to optimize a 2x magnifier with two
lenses.
I then developed one solution for the 2x magnifier using three thin lenses of focal
lengths: 239 mm, -10 mm, and 33.5 mm. The attached paraxial ray trace shows that this
system satisfies the 2x magnifier requirements. The "2x system to insert" table specifies
the lens placements.
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